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Author: Cecily von Ziegesar
Followed by: Reckless

Series: The It Girl

Notorious is the second book in The It Girl series, released in 
2006. It was written by a ghostwriter with suggestions from Cecily 
von Ziegesar. Aimed toward young adults, it is a spin-off from the 
bestselling Gossip Girl series.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notorious_(novel)
Notorious (novel) - Wikipedia

Notorious (novel) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notorious_(novel)
Notorious is the second book in The It Girl series, released in 2006. It was written by a
ghostwriter with suggestions from Cecily von Ziegesar. Aimed toward young adults, it is a
spin-off from the bestselling Gossip Girl series.
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https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/37487.Notorious
Jun 01, 2006 · Notorious is the second book in the It Girl Series. It picks up right where it
left off in the first book, when the notorious Tinsley Carmichael is being readmitted into
Waverly Academy. Everything about Tinsley is glamorous.

Amazon.com: The It Girl #2: Notorious: An It Girl Novel ...
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Kindle eBooks › Teen & Young Adult
Amazon.com: The It Girl #2: Notorious: An It Girl Novel (It Girl Series) eBook: Cecily
von Ziegesar: Kindle Store

The It Girl (novel) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_It_Girl_(novel)
The It Girl is the first book in The It Girl series. It was written in 2005 by a ghostwriter
with suggestions from Cecily von Ziegesar. Aimed toward young adults, it is a spin-off
from the bestselling Gossip Girl series. Jenny Humphrey has been kicked out from
Constance Billard in the eighth book of the Gossip series.

Synopsis · Plot

Notorious (It Girl Series #2) by Cecily von Ziegesar ...
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/notorious-cecily-von-ziegesar/...
PW said of The It Girl, which starred one of Cecil von Ziegesar's Gossip Girl characters,
"The author serves up plenty of juicy plotting, and Gossip Girl fans will likely go for this,
too." In the follow-up, Notorious, Jenny Humphrey, Callie, Brett and even Tinsley are
back for more adventures and competition for the best men on campus.

Notorious | Gossip Girl Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
gossipgirl.wikia.com/wiki/Notorious
Notorious is the second book in The It Girl series, released in 2006. It was written by a
ghostwriter with suggestions from Cecily von Ziegesar. It is aimed toward young adults
and it is a spin-off from the bestselling Gossip-Girl* series.

Save on Notorious The It Girl | amazon.com
Ad · www.amazon.com
Shop Devices, Apparel, Books, Music & More. Free Shipping on Qualified Orders.
More Buying Choices. $3.53 (48 used & new offers)
Brands: DEV, Spreadshirt, Amscan, Customized Girl, Expression Tees, FunKo and mâ€¦
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